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The Madeira Archipelago is composed of
a group of islands (Madeira Island, Porto
Santo Island, Desertas and Selvagens).

The islands of Madeira and Porto Santo
are inhabited by the population and the
Desertas and Selvagens are protected
natural reserves.

The Island of Porto Santo was discovered
in the year 1418, by the discoverers João
Gonçalves Zarco and Tristão Vaz Teixeira.

The Island of Madeira was discovered in 1419, by João
Gonçalves Zarco and Bartolomeu Perestrelo.

The archipelago is located in the Atlantic Ocean.

The island of Madeira is divided into eleven
municipalities (Calheta, Câmara de Lobos, Funchal,
Machico, Ponta do Sol, Porto Moniz, Porto Santo,
Ribeira Brava, Santa Cruz, Santana and São Vicente).



Land that provides wonderful landscapes from
the sea to the mountains, beaches, belvederes,
practice of nature trails, sports, tourism, hotels,
diverse cuisine, parties, singular architecture,
handicrafts, agriculture, fishing, ...

The weather is pleasant.

Place where you can see various forms of
terrain.

The plants (Laurissilva Forest and others) form a
carpet of various colors.

The archipelago is also inhabited by animals of different species.

Islands of sounds and pleasant smells. Cozy land with a diversity of attractions.

We feel love for our archipelago!



The name probably comes from a small bay or cove, which serves as a port.

In the place we can contemplate beautiful green landscapes dotted with colorful tones.

It features a yellow sand beach which is a great attraction.

CALHETA



CÂMARA DE LOBOS

Designated Câmara de Lobos (chamber of wolfes), as the discoverers have found a small bay full of seals or sea lions
that currently functions as a port.

Land that dazzles for its wonderful landscapes. It provides rocky beaches and belvederes that are excellent points of
attraction. This is where our school is.



FUNCHAL

Funchal is the county that stands out as the main city on the island of Madeira. It is stated that the funcho (fennel)
plant originated its name.

Center of many attentions for the landscapes, gardens, architecture, hotels, cable car, museums, libraries,… This is
where are installed the governmental, political and legal bodies, tourism, handicrafts, commerce, services,…



Nothing concrete is known about the origin of the name Machico. The hypotheses are several, being most common the
one of the legend of Machim and Ana d'Harfet, although this is more in the field of the fiction.

Place of enchanting landscapes. Invites you to its excellent sandy beach and surrounding belvederes.

MACHICO



PONTA DO SOL

Called Ponta do Sol (tip of the sun) because it forms a point that enters into the sea and that’s where the sun hits first
when it is rising.

Landscapes with diversity of tones. It has an excellent stone beach.



PORTO MONIZ

County whose name derives from the history of the place. Francisco Moniz is given as one of his oldest settlers.

It presents unique landscapes and a natural beach of singular beauty being also a place of beautiful viewpoints.

It has also beautiful waterfalls and a calm black sand beach.



PORTO SANTO

The origin of the name (safe port) is attributed to the fact that the first discoverers had found there safe shelter to the
violent storm that would have reached them.

Unique land for its natural beach worthy of paradise (sand with therapeutic properties), an area of windmills, golf
course, historical ruins, museums and surrounds with wonderful belvederes.



RIBEIRA BRAVA

Its name comes from the stream of water that runs there and often has a very strong flow.

Lies in a tight valley, surrounded by high mountains.

Stunning scenery. Place with rocky beach.



The explanation of the name (Santa Cruz - Holy Cross) goes back to the stage when the discoverers entered a beach
that gave access to a valley with trees where they found stumps felled by the time, having the captain ordered to make
a cross that was placed in the top of a tree.

Location of the main airport in the Madeira region.

SANTA CRUZ



SANTANA

The origin of the name is unknown, although in documents it is thought to be linked to the existence of a small temple
in homage to Santa Ana.

It dominates the island in handicrafts. Landscapes with predominance of green with splashes colored tones.

It provides a rocky beach, attractions that invite to the nature walk, hotel units and the Madeira Theme Park.



The existence of a small hermitage, consecrated to Saint Vincent, gave its name to the place.

Area of huge waves that invite to the practice of surf.

The São Vicente Caves is a set of tunnels formed from a volcanic eruption 890 to thousand years ago.

SÃO VICENTE



Glossary

espetada
meat on the stick bolo do caco

caco cake

poncha

succulent pieces of beef, 
seasoned, cooked on 

huge skewers flat bread
alcoholic drink made of 

rum or brandy, honey and 
lemon

water irrigation canal built 
to bring water to 

agriculture. They are also 
currently used for 
mountain walks.

levada


